
SIZE PRODUCT # CIRCUMFERENCE
X-Small         15600004 10"-11"
Small 15600005 11"-12"
Medium 15600006 12"-13"
Large 15600007 13"-14"          
X-Large         15600008 14"-15"          
XX-Large       15600009 15"-16"          

*Measure circumference from the base of the heel
around the ankle.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Please read all instructions before use. Correct
application is essential to proper functioning of
product.                                                               

INTENDED USE
The universal stabilization strap can be directed to
the inside or the outside of the ankle joint. The
directional stabilization strap provides external
support over the injury site, creates compression
and forces the heel into inversion or eversion
(depending on the nature of the injury).

INDICATIONS
Chronic medial and lateral ankle instability; Assist
in prevention or treatment of acute ankle sprains 

DeRoyal Sports Ankle Brace 2
Single Patient Use Only

PRECAUTIONS
Consult your physician (or properly licensed
practitioner) immediately if you experience
sensation changes, unusual reactions, swelling
or prolonged pain while using this product.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
1. Place foot with the

heel to the back of
the brace and
position the tongue
between the top of
the foot and laces
(Note: brace should
be worn with an
athletic sock).  

2. Lace up ankle brace
from the bottom to
top and tie laces
together.

3. Detach "Y-tab" from
the end of nylon
strap.

4. Feed the nylon
strap under the cuff
closure to the side
of the ankle that
needs support.
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5. Reattach the "Y-tab"
to the end of the
strap (Note: Hook
should be facing
the body of brace to
ensure proper
attachment).   

6. Bring stabilizing
strap across the top
of the foot, through
the arch and under
the heel.  

7. Secure the hook to
the body of brace
(snug).  

8. Secure the elastic
cuff closed over
laces and strap.
DeRoyal logo
should be centered
to the front of brace
to ensure proper
compression.
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CARE INSTRUCTIONS
Hand wash in lukewarm water and air dry.
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